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Project Activities and Accomplishments 
In its grant application (https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc826654/), the University of 
North Texas (UNT) Libraries proposed digitization of 146 books.1 Since the cost of ebook conversion 
turned out to be significantly less than budgeted, the UNT Libraries was able to propose, in a request for 
a no-cost extension, 34 additional books for digitization that fit the profile of the original 146. 

During the grant period, the UNT Libraries scanned 67 books that were out of print or only available in 
an expensive hardcover edition and made them available online through the Portal to Texas History, the 
Gateway to Oklahoma History, and/or the UNT Digital Library, depending on the subject matter of the 
book and the contributing partner organization.  (A corrected version of one of these was made 
available after the grant period.)  UNT Libraries and the partner organizations reviewed permissions for 
each of these titles, plus 116 that had been scanned before the grant began, to determine if these 
organizations had permission to convert these to ebook format and openly license them.  Out of the 183 
eligible books, ebook rights were cleared for 165 of them, and these were made available online in the 
same digital collections as the scanned versions.  (Two of the 165 ebooks were made available online 
after the grant period.) While UNT Libraries had proposed making all books available in both EPUB and 
Kindle formats, one of the contributing partner organizations decided to make available only the EPUB 
versions of their titles, retaining the Kindle files for possibly distributing through Amazon in the future. 

In addition to these books being made available online in digital formats in these digital collections, UNT 
Libraries cataloged both digital formats of the books and added these records to UNT’s library catalog 
and to OCLC Worldcat and made a bundle of records for the ebook versions available for download in 
bulk so that other libraries could add them to their catalogs.  (The last two catalog records were added 
after the grant period.)  UNT Libraries and its partner organizations publicized the release of the first 
batch of content as planned through press releases, newsletters, websites, and social media, and the 
second batch of content was publicized by the UNT Libraries through the hosting of the 2019 annual 
meeting of the Texas Regional SSAWW (Society for the Study of American Women Writers) Study Group. 
Publicity for one of the books in the third batch is planned to take place in the near future (a few months 

                                                           
1 This figure includes a five-volume set that was treated as five individual books and a two-volume set that was 
considered as a single book in the digitization process and in the tallies given later in this section. 

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc826654/
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after the end of the grant period) in coordination with Farleigh Dickinson University Press, the original 
publisher of this book. 

In addition, UNT Libraries responded to HathiTrust’s offer to deposit the grant-funded ebook files in that 
digital library by providing sample metadata and files in May and June 2017.  While HathiTrust staff 
confirmed receipt of the samples, they never communicated further about ingest of content despite the 
project director writing to them again in both April 2018 and April 2019. 

In addition, 65 titles were prepared for print-on-demand (POD) printing.  One was given to a project 
partner in case they decided to make the title available through POD in the future, and another was 
given to the author (to whom rights had reverted) for the same purpose.  Of the remaining 63, 42 were 
planned to be made available for sale.  Though the vendor set up one title in December 2018 without 
any problems, the vendor noted that the remaining 41 files (submitted after the grant period) did not 
meet the specifications for printing.  It was not feasible to make the required adjustments without 
significant additional investment of staff time or by hiring an independent contractor, so the UNT 
Libraries decided not to make the remaining titles available for sale through POD. 

Audiences 
The books selected for digitization are of interest to both scholars of Texas and Oklahoma history and 
lay readers interested in these topics.  A number are of interest as primary sources for studying how 
history was told in the past, and 32 of the books were selected because they address the theme of 
women’s lives in Texas and Oklahoma. 

Between the time when the first batch of the ebooks was made available online in April 20172 and the 
end of the grant period (December 2019), when all but two of the ebooks were available online, those 
books accumulated 10,569 uses (defined as one or more interactions that a user makes with any part of 
a digital item during a thirty-minute window of time).  During that same period, the scanned page-image 
versions of these books received 202,933 uses. No demographic or location information is collected for 
users of digital content on the platforms that UNT Libraries hosts. 

As part of the grant project, particular attention was drawn to one of the digitized books: the one 
selected as the topic of discussion during the 2019 annual meeting of the Texas Regional SSAWW 
(Society for the Study of American Women Writers) Study Group.  That meeting was attended by 
thirteen scholars from institutions throughout the North Texas region, plus from Texas Tech University.  
It is hoped that they will spread the word to colleagues about the many resources available through the 
Portal to Texas History—both the ebooks created by this grant and other literary content hosted there. 

Outreach staff for the Portal to Texas History promoted the ebooks when presenting to partner 
organizations and to genealogical and historical groups whose members might be interested in the 
particular books chosen for the grant project. 

Evaluation 
The grant project did not include any planned project evaluation, and none was conducted. 

                                                           
2 The full first batch was technically available online at the end of April 2017, but the project director did not learn 
of their availability until May 2017, at which time their availability was publicized. 
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UNT received a few comments from member of the public in response to our press release announcing 
the availability of the initial set of ebooks.  Of note, one user asked for information on what e-readers to 
use for the free ebooks, and another said it was “a real shame that [UNT] did not include the PDF format 
as one of the download options” since “some of us don’t like to download additional programs or add-
ons to clutter up our computers.” 

Continuation of the Project 
If the UNT Libraries finds that the ebook versions of works in the Portal to Texas History become 
especially popular among users, the Libraries will likely select more books for conversion to ebook 
formats for distribution in these alternative formats. 

While the grant project involved collaboration with contributing partner organizations, these are 
longstanding partnerships that were not particularly strengthened by the grant. 

Long Term Impact 
Online usage of the ebooks in the digital library platforms has remained consistent (though with some 
month-to-month variation) since they were released and since the end of the grant period, so that usage 
is expected to continue. 

While UNT Libraries has not attracted any non-federal financial support for the project, if, as noted 
above, the UNT Libraries finds that the ebook versions of works in the Portal to Texas History become 
especially popular among users, the Libraries will likely select more books for conversion to ebook 
formats for distribution in these alternative formats. 

Grant Products 
A total of 55 print volumes were scanned as page images and made available online, and 165 volumes 
were made available as ebooks (two after the grant period)—all in EPUB format, and most in Kindle 
format as well. The ebooks—and their associated catalog records—can be accessed through one or 
more of the platforms that UNT hosts (depending on the subject matter of the book and the 
contributing partner organization): 

• https://gateway.okhistory.org/explore/collections/OBOOKS/ 
• https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/OBOOKS/ 
• https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/OBOOKS/ 

The UNT Libraries is committed to preserving and continuing to make available this content according to 
the UNT Libraries’ Digital Preservation Policy Framework (https://library.unt.edu/policies/digital-
preservation-framework/). 

The handout provided to attendees of the Texas Regional SSAWW Study Group is provided as an 
appendix. 

Other grant products—three conference presentations and three blog posts advertising the Texas 
Regional SSAWW Study Group meeting—have been reported to the funder (the National Endowment 
for the Humanities). 

https://gateway.okhistory.org/explore/collections/OBOOKS/
https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/OBOOKS/
https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/OBOOKS/
https://library.unt.edu/policies/digital-preservation-framework/
https://library.unt.edu/policies/digital-preservation-framework/
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Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
There is considerable confusion in the book supply chain over assignment of ISBNs to different versions 
of the same book.  While publishers have long assigned different ISBNs to different physical formats 
(such as hardcover, paperback, large-print, and audiobook), practice around ebooks is inconsistent. 
Despite being aware of that, the project director confused ISBNs assigned for the new ebooks and ISBNs 
assigned for planned POD editions until well into the project and realized after nearly all ebook 
conversion was complete that the ebook conversion vendor used ISBNs from the original print version in 
the metadata of the ebooks when no other ISBN was supplied (leading to a total of three types of ISBNs 
used in the ebook metadata) and used the ONIX code for 13-digit ISBNs even when recording 10-digit 
ISBNs in the metadata. 

Similarly, ebook files have publisher names, places of publication, and dates in the metadata reflecting 
the original print publication—except for the ebooks of out-of-print works by UNT faculty, which are 
missing this info entirely, likely because the vendor’s staff were confused by the two titles pages inside 
the book (the original and the one for the reprint). 

In short, greater care should have been taken to ensure consistent and proper metadata in the ebook 
files. 

The most surprising aspects of the project relate to the creation of ebooks for out-of-print works by UNT 
faculty. There were fewer eligible titles (out-of-print books relating to the humanities by current UNT 
faculty) than anticipated, with a few titles being available in newer editions that were still in print, 
meaning there was little point in making the earlier edition available through the grant project.  Even of 
those titles that were eligible, it turned out that affordable copies of most were available on the used 
book market, so there was no particular urgency for the authors to set up their books through POD. 

One author thought his book was out of print, but when we researched rights, we discovered that it was 
still being sold in print as an ebook. The current distributor, however, agreed to revert rights to the 
author, so this book was included in the project anyway. 

Therefore, greater care should have been taken to ensure sufficient demand for bringing out-of-print 
works back into circulation and to verify the status of books thought to be out of print. 



Texas Regional SSAWW Study Group (https://txssaww.wordpress.com/)  
Spring 2019 Meeting 
University of North Texas 
Hosted by: John Edward Martin, UNT Libraries, and Angela Calcaterra, UNT Dept. of English 
 
Agenda: 
 

• 11:30 a.m.:    Coffee & Sign-in, Avesta Restaurant ,2nd floor University Union (Rm. 248) 
• 12-1 p.m.:   Luncheon, Avesta Restaurant 
• 1-1:15:   Break, walk to Willis Library, 2nd floor 
• 1:15-4:45 p.m.:  Discussion of text, Willis 250H (Angie Calcaterra & John Martin) 
• 4:45-5 p.m:   Business Meeting, Willis 250H (Theresa Gaul & Desiree Henderson) 
•  5:30 p.m.:  Dinner at Barley & Board, 100 W.Oak St., Denton, TX 76201 

 
Common Text:  Moore, Effie M. Alone by the Sea: The Story of Jane Wilkinson Long, Mother of Texas, San Antonio: 
Naylor Company, 1951. 
 
For Further Reading:   
 
Anderson, Gary C. “Ch. 3: Mexican Politics and the Struggle to Settle Early Texas,” in The Conquest of Texas: Ethnic 
Cleansing in the Promised Land, 1820-1875. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005, p. 43-59. 

 
Bell, Alexander H. A Daughter of Maryland was the Mother of Texas: Mrs. Jane 
Herbert (Wilkinson) Long. Washington, D.C.: The Law Reporter Printing Company, 
1937. 
 
Gonzalez, Catherine Troxell. Jane Long, the Mother of Texas. Burnet, TX: Eakin 
Press, 1982. 
 
Henson, Margaret Swett. “Long, Jane Herbert Wilkinson,” in Handbook of Texas 
Online. https://tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/flo11.  
 
Morgan, Elizabeth Dearing. Jane Long: A Child’s Pictorial History. Austin, TX: Eakin 
Press, 1996. 
 

Petrick, Neila Skinner. Jane Long of Texas, 1798-1880: A biographical novel of Jane Wilkinson Long of Texas: based 
on her true story. Gretna, LA: Pelican Pub. Co., 2000. 
 
Ramsay, Jack C., Jr. Texas Sinners and Revolutionaries: Jane Long and Her Fellow Conspirators. Plano, TX: Republic 
of Texas Press, 2001.  
 

Special Thanks To: 

The Texas Regional SSAWW Reading Group, Dr. Angela Calcaterra, UNT Libraries Special Collections and External 
Relations Office, The Portal to Texas History, and the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

  

https://txssaww.wordpress.com/
https://iii.library.unt.edu/record=b6077154%7ES12
https://tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/flo11
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